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Studies in English Language & Literature 43.4 (2017): 251-271. English, like many other languages, 
shows assimilation phenomena in a causal and fast speech whereby a target sound harmonizes with the 
features of place, manner and/or voicing of its neighboring trigger sound within a word or across a 
morpheme boundary. As a result, two adjacent segments become partially similar or totally the same. 
Furthermore, English also characterizes a secondary articulation of a consonant in which some of vowel 
features affect the articulation of a target consonant. This is called consonant secondary place assimilation. 
A vowel feature of tongue height gives rise to palatalization, that of lip rounding induces labialization and 
that of tongue back velarization in consonant secondary articulation. Adopting Harmonic 
Serialism(HS)(McCarthy, 2007, 2008a, b, 2009), well-couched into Optimality Theory(OT) (Prince and 
Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 1995), this paper analyzes the target data of English 
consonant secondary articulation assimilation phenomena and shows how they are appropriately dealt with 
not by feature spreading but by feature sharing. (Daegu University)
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1. Introduction

  Consonant assimilation or harmony is never rare in a colloquial way of speech 
and thus has been widely examined and analyzed so far. In Autosegmental 
Phonology (henceforth AP)(Goldsmith, 1976), assimilation results from feature 
spreading from a trigger segment to its neighboring target sounds within a word or 
across a morpheme boundary. Compared to AP, constraint-based Optimality Theory 
(hereafter OT)(Prince and Somlensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 1995) has 
no direct equivalent to feature spreading rule. This means that an alternative 
mechanism is indispensible. Declarative OT (or parallel OT), compared to processual 
OT (or serial OT)(both terms originated from Krämer, 1998), deals with consonant 
harmony phenomena on the basis of Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince, 
1993) or Agree.1 
  In optimality theoretic point of view, assimilation is considered the case of feature 
spreading from a trigger to the targets. An OT markedness constraint such as 
long-distance Align or local Agree induces feature spreading iteratively either 
leftward or rightward until no further harmonic elements are left or there appears a 
blocker somewhere. However, as argued at length in previous literature (Wilson, 
2003, 2004, 2006; McCarthy, 2003, 2009), such markedness constraints are 
typologically unsound in the phonology of harmony since both wrongly predict 
surface-unattested languages. As strongly criticized in McCarthy(2009:2-6), Agree 
favors total spreading only, thus, if a blocker impedes perfect harmony, no harmony 
occurs at all. However, this is entirely untrue. Likewise, Align, if and only if total 
spreading is fully guaranteed, permits vowel epenthesis. However, no such natural 
languages are attested, either.2 

  1 Note that the terminology of parallel OT or declarative OT versus serial OT or processual OT do not 
have any critical or technical meaning difference. Both terms are freely interchanged throughout the paper.  
  2 Due to space limit, I do not delve into the pathological problems of long-distance Align or local Agree 
for the analysis of consonant harmony. For more details, refer to McCarthy(2009).
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  Without resorting to these pro-spreading markedness constraints under parallel OT, 
this paper employes more refined mechanism of Harmonic Serialism (henceforth 
HS)(McCarthy, 2007, 2008a, b, 2009) that is well-couched into OT framework 
(hereafter HS-OT). Unlike declarative OT, HS-OT, also dubbed as processual OT, 
allows step-wise serial derivation. Therefore, under HS-OT, assimilation results from 
feature sharing, not feature spreading as in declarative OT. As will be discussed 
later, Share[F] (McCarthy, 2009:8) under HS-OT plays a vital role as a 
harmony-inducing constraint, thus typological pathology can be got rid of 
straightforwardly and successfully. 
  English consonant harmony is readily witnessed when the target segment 
assimilates to the place, manner and/or voicing feature of its trigger segment. Here 
note that consonants react to consonantal features while they are negative to vowel 
features in general. However, it is observed that some types of English consonants 
co-articulate with vowel features such as [high], [back], [front] and [round]. These 
vowel features used for consonants are responsible for the well-known consonant 
secondary articulation assimilation. Under HS-OT, Share[F] constraints trigger 
consonant secondary articulation assimilation found in English, i.e., a palatalized [Cy] 
and a labialized [Cw] and further, as will be discussed in detail later, a 
position-specific markedness constraint favors a velarized [C] with a superimposed 
tilde, mainly a dark [ɫ] in English (Brinton 2000:32). 
  This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly examines the target data of 
consonant secondary articulation assimilation of palatalization, labialization and 
velarization witnessed in English consonant allophony. The structure of section 3 is 
two-fold; introducing the basic tenets of the processual OT is followed by an 
HS-OT account on the target data of English consonant secondary articulation 
assimilation. It is highlighted that consonant assimilation results from feature sharing 
in serialism-oriented OT mechanism and that Share[F], unlike parallel OT with Align 
or Agree, is quite straightforward for the phonology of harmony. Section 4 
summarizes and concludes the present paper. 
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2. English Consonant Secondary Articulation 

  It is well-known that assimilation process is the major source of consonant 
allophonic variation. For example, a velar consonant is palatalized but it is not the 
same as a palatal and further, it is also labialized but it is not a labial. This means 
that a velar, as a phoneme, has two allophones. Interestingly enough, a palatalized or 
labialzed velar results from not primary but secondary in its articulation in the sense 
that the target consonant is additionally affected by the vowel features of the 
following vowel or glide prior to the completion of its primary articulation. 
  Assimilation is the best way of minimizing articulatory effort when two adjacent 
segments are not the same in their place, manner, and so on. Via assimilation 
process, a trigger sound derives its adjacent segment to get changed, thus the target 
sound has the same articulatory feature of place, manner and/or voicing as its trigger 
sound. This determines the type of assimilation; place, manner and voicing 
assimilation, respectively. In addition, regarding the direction of assimilation, 
according to the position where a trigger stands in a word, i.e., either before a target 
or after a target, the former is progressive while the latter is regressive or 
anticipatory. Also, degree of similarity to a trigger from a target distinguishes partial 
from total in assimilation. 
  Secondary articulation, in comparison with primary articulation, superimposes 
vowel-like properties on the target consonant as elaborated in (1). Note that the 
feature matrix in (1) is excerpted from Lass(1984:88) but a bit revised and that the 
dental lateral /l/ is exemplified.   
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Palatalized 
  dental

Labialized 
  dental

Velarized 
 dental

 Primary Ant + + +
Cor + + +

 Secondary
High + - +
Back - + +
Round - + -

  (1) Feature matrix of primary and secondary articulation

          
  As illustrated in (1), let us suppose that the dental lateral /l/ is velarized. This 
implies that two different articulations get involved; one is the tongue blade 
articulation of [+ant, +cor] as primary and the other the tongue body articulation of 
[+high, +back] as secondary. Accordingly, secondary articulation adds vowel features 
simultaneously to primary articulation. Also note that [+high, -back] lead to 
palatalization and [+back, +round] labialization in consonant secondary articulation. 
  As Spencer (1996:18) states, consonant secondary place assimilation is attributed 
to the additional vowel-like articulation (or less radical constriction from Odden, 
2005:29) overlaid on the target consonant. Therefore, a consonant and a 
simultaneous glide are co-articulated, not a consonant and glide cluster. In 
palatalization, the target sound has a slight anticipatory fronting of the part of the 
tongue when it is articulated due to the effect of a high front vowel or palatal glide. 
On the other hand, in labialization, speakers start rounding the lips before 
completing the articulation of the target sound. For velarization, the primary 
articulation of a target consonant is combined along with the tongue back raised 
towards the velum or soft palate. 
  With this distinction between primary and secondary in consonant articulation, 
now let us examine the target data of secondary articulation assimilation found in 
English as laid out in (2) below, which is viewed as place assimilation in which 
consonant articulation is slightly modified with the lips spread or rounded. In (2a), 
the target consonant is secondarily palatalized [Cy] with a glide [y] superimposed 
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while, in (2b), the target consonant is labialized [Cw] with a glide [w] superscribed. 
However, velarization in (2c), quite different from the data in (2a) and (2b), is 
realized by the suprasegmental structure, not the influence of a neighboring vowel or 
semi-vowel. When an alveolar lateral /l/ occurs in post-vocalic position, it becomes 
velarized by a raised and retracted tongue position. The data are mainly excerpted 
from Katamba (1989), Giegerich (1992) and Carr(1999).3  

  (2) English consonant secondary place assimilation 
    a. Palatalization
      key, keep, get, give 
      music, few, tune, cue, cute, huge 
    b. Labialization
      pool, two, shoe, Luke, cook, cool, coo
      twist, twin, twig, swig, dwarf, queer, quack, quench
    c. Velarization
      bell, feel, hell, deal, hill
      milk, film, silk, shelf, felt, melt, help, belt 

  One of the most common secondary articulation is palatalization as laid out in 
(2a).4 Consonant secondary palatalization adds lip-spreading gesture to consonant 

  3 This paper does not pay attention to the consonant secondary articulation of glottalization which is 
sensitive to syllable boundary as the case of /l/-velarization in (2c). In English, post-vocalic stops tend to 
be glottalized as in [mæʔp], [kæʔt] and [pæʔk]. When the tongue body features of [back] and [low] get 
involved, the glottalized consonant [ʔC] is secondarily articulated. With respect to this, as argued in 
Ladefoged(2005), /t/ is replaced by [ʔ] when it is followed by a syllabic nasal as in beaten, kitten, and 
so on. The data here will be open for further research. 
  4 Here don’t be confused with the term 'palatalization'. This paper distinguishes secondary palatalization 
from primary palatalization. The former involves lip spreading for consonant articulation while the latter 
the place change. For secondary palatalization, the target before a high front vowel or palatal glide is 
co-articulated with the lips spread, but without its original place change. However, for the latter, as shown 
in the example of /t/→[č] (as in question) before a high front vowel or  semi-vowel, the target changes 
its articulatory place of [anterior] from [alveolar] to [alveo-palatal]. 
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articulation, thus the target is pronounced with the lips spread due to the following 
high front vowel or palatal glide /y/. Here note again that [Cy] consists of a [C] and 
a simultaneous [y] glide.5 In (2b) where, this time, the articulation of consonants is 
slightly modified by the lips rounded, the target is uttered with lip rounding, i.e., a 
[w] glide is superimposed onto the target consonant. Again, [Cw] is composed of a 
[C] and simultaneously a [w] glide. Interestingly enough, as in (2c), the alveolar 
lateral /l/ becomes velarized when it occurs post-vocalically. Compared to the data in 
(2a) and (2b), velarization in (2c) is quite different in the sense that a lateral 
approximant /l/ is velarized due to the suprasegmental position. Note that the 
velarized /l/ is not an alveolar but more like kind of back vowel, called a vocalized 
/l/ involving raising the back of the tongue(Ladefoged, 2015: 73). Also, 
Spencer(1996:19) claims that velarization involves the addition of a vowel quality 
corresponding to [w] or [u] but with no addition of lip rounding. As such, following 
Lass's (1984:87) point of view, palatalization is viewed as [i]-ness, labialization as 
[w]-ness and velarization as [ɯ](back unrounded)-ness.  
  With this amount of data observation, now let us consider the vowel features that 
secondarily affect consonant articulation in English. Generally speaking, vowel 
features do not have any contrastive function in consonants but work for allophonic 
variation. Especially, tongue body features of [high], [back] and [front] along with 
lip-rounding feature [round] are relevant for consonant secondary articulation 
assimilation in English. Regarding the vowel features combined for consonant 
secondary articulation processes as shown in (3) below, one thing to be noticed here 
is that the idea of feature privativity is supportive instead of equipollent feature with 
two values, i.e., positive and negative. Given previous literature (Lombardi, 1991; 
Steriade, 1993a, b, 1995; Trigo, 1993; McCarthy, 2009), assimilation process tends 
to be asymmetric. For instance, no languages spread [-nasal] but many languages 

  5 Also note that, as fully argued in Spencer (1996:18), a palatalized sound means the simultaneous 
co-articulation of the consonant with a glide, thus it is not the same as a consonant+glide cluster at all. 
The same is true for the rest of the data. 
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spread [+nasal]. This proves that [nasal] is privative or unary. On this ground, 
Steriade (1995) also proposes that [round] is privative. One step further, following 
Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996), [front] is employed as its [back] counterpart 
under feature privativity. 
  As specified in (3), regarding consonant secondary articulation assimilation, three 
tongue body features and one lip-rounding feature play a vital role. For 
palatalization as in (3a), the feature [high] and [front] of a trigger vowel or 
semi-vowel compel the target consonant to become palatalized. Feature [back] is 
associated with the secondary articulation assimilation of labialization as in (3b) and 
velarization as in (3c), respectively. But lip-rounding feature [round] is active for the 
former while feature [high] is related to the latter.  

  (3) Secondary articulation features superimposed onto consonants 
     a. Palatalization [high], [front]
     b. Labialization [back], [round]
     c. Velarization [high], [back]
  
  What follows next is to provide a brief introduction about the basic principles of 
HS-OT and then analyze the target data of English consonant secondary articulation 
assimilation under the framework of HS-OT. It will be emphasized that secondary 
articulation assimilation mainly comes from feature sharing which is driven by the 
role of Share[F](McCarthy, 2009).  

3. An HS-OT Analysis 

3.1 Declarative OT vs Processual OT 

  Parallelism-oriented OT (Prince and Smolensky, 1993/2004; McCarthy and Prince, 
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  a. Declarative OT  
     Input1  → Output1                (by a single step of Gen-Eval) 

  b. Processual OT  

     Input1  → 

Output1
fed back into Gen for Output 2      
   ↓        

Output2                  
fed back into Gen for Output 3    (Local optima via iterative steps of Gen-Eval)
   ↓  
    .
    .
    .
Final output

1995) is declarative in its characteristic since it does not allow the intermediate steps 
of derivation between an input and an output. Therefore, an input directly matches 
to the final output at a single step as shown in (4a). In other words, the whole 
derivation gets terminated at once. However, HS-OT (McCarthy, 2007, 2008a, b, 
2009) is processual (or gradual), which implies that multiple local optima can 
emerge between an input and the final output via Gen-Eval loop as elaborated in 
(4b). This also means that each local optimal output gets better in harmony 
improvement than its previous local output and that harmony reaches maximal at the 
final stage of derivation, also called convergence where the final output of Eval is 
fully merged into its latest input of Gen. At this stage, the whole derivation is 
complete. Under HS-OT, via Gen-Eval loop, each local output, as an input, is 
yielded again to the next Gen in order to achieve better harmony improvement. 

  (4) Declarative OT vs Processual OT

  
  Given the HS-OT's gradualness requirement as illustrated in (4b), 
McCarthy(2009:8) proposes that assimilation is not feature-spreading but 
feature-sharing under the key device of Share[F] as introduced in (5).  
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   [nas]
    |  
    m  ã

  (5) Share[F]
    Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent segments that are not 

linked to the same token of [F].

  Given the definition of Share[F] in (5), it requires that every pair of adjacent 
segments share the same featural value. This implies that Share[F] plays a vital role 
for the harmony of consonant secondary articulation.6 As clarified in (6), two 
adjacent segments are linked to the same [F] autosegment where, for instance, 
Share[nas] forces a pair of adjacent segments to share the same [nasal] autosegment.  

  (6) Share[nas] satisfied

  Compared to the feature-sharing process in (6), the cases where Share[nas] is 
disobeyed are as follows: first, if a [nasal] autosegment is linked to one segment but 
not the other, thus /ma/ is wrongly uttered as *[ma]. Another case is that, this time, 
each segment is linked to a different [nasal] autosegment, thus *[mã] comes from 
the case where /m/ and /a/ are individually linked to each different [nasal] 
autosegment. In fact, vowel nasalization here is totally different from the case in (6). 
Finally, a [nasal] autosegment is linked to neither segment of the input /ba/, which 
leads to the violation of Share[nas] as well.
  In AP, harmony is obtained via iterative application of feature spreading rule 
either leftward or rightward until no further harmonic elements are left or there 
appears no blocker intervened. However, in parallel OT with no direct equivalent to 

  6 Refer to Lee(2016) for an HS-OT approach to English consonantal harmony of place, manner and voicing 
under the pivotal role of Share[F] in which consonant harmony results from feature sharing from a trigger 
to its neighboring target sounds.  
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    /ma/
  Agree-R[nas]

  or
Align-R([nas], word)

Ident[nas]

→a. ba 1

→b. mã 1

  c. ma W 1 L
    /ma/  Share[nas] Ident[nas]
  d. ba W 1 1

→e. mã 1

  f. ma W 1 L

feature spreading rule, harmony has been dealt with by means of pro-spreading 
markedness constraint such as Align or Agree. Here we need to consider how such 
markedness constraints are different in their role from Share[nas] posited here as 
witnessed in (7), a slightly revised from McCarthy (2009:12).
  As exemplified in the tableaux below, Align or Agree in parallel OT wrongly 
predicts the surface-unattested output in (7a) as optimal but Share[nas] in serial OT 
filters it out as ill-formed as clarified in (7d). Notice that the denasalization of [ba]
(←/ma/) is a legal option in parallel OT, thus (7a) vacuously satisfies Agree or 
Align. However, as McCarthy (2009:12) pinpoints, no such language is witnessed. 
Share[nas] is, thus, quite straightforward for the analysis of harmony. 

  (7) Align[nas] or Agree[nas] vs Share[nas]7 

  Share[F] under HS-OT is based on gradualism in which harmony is locally 
improving as elaborated in (4b) above. As each step of derivation passes through 
Gen-Eval loop, harmony is gradually improving. As verified in (8), multiple 

  7 This paper adopts Prince's(2000) comparative tableaux in which ranking and optimality are based upon 
pairwise comparisons between a desired optimal form and its competitors. Given Prince(2000:2), we need 
to consider two things: for each candidate, whether it is a desired optimum or competes with a desired 
optimum and for each constraint, whether it favors the desired optimum; prefers the desired suboptimum; 
or is neutral between them. Accordingly, W prefers Winner, L favors the Loser and blank does not distinguish 
the candidates. 
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    /ba/   Share[nas] Ident[nas]
→a. ba 1

  b. bã 1 W 1

  c. ma 1 W 1

deviance at once from an input is not permitted in HS-OT. 

  (8) No spontaneous nasalization allowed (McCarthy, 2009:15)

  
  Interestingly, the tableau in (8) tells us that all the candidates equally violate 
Share[nas]. Here note that the potential but ill-formed candidate like *[mã](←/ba/) is 
illegal in HS-OT due to multiple changes at once in which both nasalization of the 
oral consonant /b/ and [nasal] spreading to the neighboring vowel occur in a single 
step. Therefore, HS-OT correctly selects [ba](←/ba/) as optimal as approved in (8a). 
Under parallel OT, however, Share[nas] wrongly prefers the unwanted mapping of 
/ba/→*[mã]. This is the typical difference of HS-OT from parallel OT. Therefore, 
Share[F] does not go coupled with the framework of parallelism and Share[F] is 
well-fit for the harmony phenomena.  
  Finally, Share[F] is hinged upon feature privativity instead of feature equipollency. 
As argued in previous literature (Lombardi, 1991; Steriade, 1993a, b, 1995; 
McCarthy, 2009), features are privative (or unary) in that assimilation process tends 
to be asymmetric; no languages spread [-nasal](Steriade, 1993a, b, 1995; Trigo, 
1993), laryngeal features are also grounded in feature privativity (Lombardi, 1991) 
as well as lip-rounding feature [round] (Steriade, 1995). Regarding the feature 
[back], even though there is somewhat controversial whether it is privative or not, 
following Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996:292), it is assumed that [front], as an 
equivalent to [-back], and [back] are both essential.   
  With this amount of argumentation about the HS-OT's major principles and the 
brief introduction of harmony-triggering Share[F] under feature privativity as well as 
its functional difference when it comes to work for serial OT vs parallel OT, the 
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following is to provide an HS-OT account whereby English consonant secondary 
articulation assimilation comes from the result of feature sharing. 

3.2 Feature Sharing via Share[F]  

  For an HS-OT account of the consonant secondary articulation assimilation found 
in English, let us go back to the data, a bit simplified as in (9).

  (9) a. Palatalization
         few, music, tune, key, cue, huge     
     b. Labialization
         pool, dwarf, twist, two, cook, queer
     c. Velarization
         feel, deal, bell, milk, felt, help

  The data in (9a) and (9b) tell us that secondary articulation of the target 
consonant results from the influence of the following vowels or semi-vowels. In 
(9a), the target consonant is co-articulated with the following front vowel /i/ or 
palatal glide /y/, which leads to palatalization. Therefore, the articulation of the 
target consonant is a bit modified with lip spreading as in [kyyu].8 In (9b), this time, 
lip rounding is added to the target consonant due to the following round vowel or 
glide /w/, thus /t/ in two becomes [tw] in which the lips start rounding before the 
articulation of /t/ is completed. For velarization, as argued in Carr (1999:62), /l/ is 
realized as a clear [l] immediately before vowels but as a dark [ɫ] immediately after 

  8 Note again that this paper focuses on secondary palatalization found in north American English(AE). 
As one of the reviewers states, palatalization is quite sensitive to the position where a target sound occurs 
or the presence or absence of stress. Accordingly, a glide trigger is sometimes deleted instead of its realization 
upon the target consonant. Unlike labialization and /l/-velarization, this makes a difference of AE from British 
English. As also mentioned in footnote 4, this paper does not consider the place change of an alveolar 
/t/ into alveo-palatal in the sequence of /tr/ from the data of train, tree, tray, and so on. 
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 /fi:l/
 a. /l/-rule   fi:ɫ
 b. /i:/-rule  fi:əɫ

vowels. This /l/-rule makes the preceding high front vowel retracted from its original 
position by assimilating to the tongue position of the dark [ɫ] as illustrated in (10).

  (10) Phonetic realization of /fi:l/ (Carr, 1999:62)

  
  The application of /l/-rule in (10a) results in /l/-velarization and then under the 
/i:/-rule in (10b), the vowel /i:/ is assimilated to the tongue body position of the 
dark [ɫ], becoming retracted as [i:ə]. This means that /l/-rule inducing /l/-velarization 
feeds the tongue retraction of the preceding vowel in rule application order.
  Under HS-OT, Share[F] adopted in (5) supports the secondary articulation 
assimilation of consonants at the expense of Ident[F], thus two neighboring sounds 
share the same featural value.9 For the consonant harmony of secondary articulation, 
the tongue body features of [high], [back] and [front] and the lip-rounding feature 
[round] are employed as postulated in (11).

  (11) Harmony-inducing Share[F] constraints
     a. Palatalization
       Share[high]/[front]
       Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent segments that are not 

linked to the same token of [high]/[front]. 
     b. Labialization
       Share[back]/[round]

  9 Here note that /l/-velarization, even though it is secondarily associated with some vowel features, does 
not result from the demand of Share[F] constraints posited in (11c). As will be discussed in detail later, 
Share[F] plays a major role in feature sharing between the preceding target vowel and the velarized l trigger. 
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    /kyu:/ Share[hi] Share[fr] Id[hi] Id[fr]
→a. [ky]yu: 1

  b. [k]yu: W 1 L

    /kyyu:/ Share[hi]] Share[fr] Id[hi] Id[fr]
    [ky]yu:

       Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent segments that are not 
linked to the same token of [back]/[round]. 

     c. Velarization
       Share[high]/[back]
       Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent segments that are not 

linked to the same token of [high]/[back]. 
 
  For the secondary allophonic variation, satisfaction of Share[F] posited in (11) 
gives rise to consonant secondary articulation assimilation at the expense of each 
Ident[F] counterpart. For secondary palatalization, as in (11a), Share[high] and 
Share[front] are unranked with respect to each other as well as their relevant 
Ident[F] constraints. The same analogy goes for other secondary allophonic variation. 
  Taking into account each pair of Share[F] constraints, now let us consider how 
feature sharing process occurs between two adjacent segments. The tableaux in (12) 
exemplify English consonant secondary palatalization.10  

  (12) Secondary palatalization of ‘cue’
    At Step 1

    At Convergent Step 

 
  As argued at length above, Share[F] does not well fit for parallelism-oriented OT 

  10 In order to ban the potential but ill-formed candidate like *[kwu:] in which the trigger /y/ is deleted 
and thus the dorsal target /k/ becomes labialized, it is assumed that Max-Seg(=No segmental deletion) is 
top-ranked in hierarchy. 
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    /twist/ Share[bk] Share[rd] Id[bk] Id[rd]
→a. [tw]wist 1 1

  b. [t]wist W 1 W 1 L L

but well conforms to serialism-oriented OT. At Step 1, the velar /k/ becomes fronted 
under the influence of the following palatal glide /y/. Meanwhile, Share[hi] is 
vacuously satisfied since velars are articulated when the back of the tongue is raised 
towards the velum(Giegerich, 1992:11). Under HS-OT, the derivational result at Step 
1 is fed back into the next stage of derivation via Gen-Eval loop where the latest 
input of Gen matches into the recent most output of Eval, i.e., convergent, thus the 
whole derivation terminates here. 
  On the analogy of the secondary palatalization above, now let us take a closer 
look at the secondary labialization in which lip rounding gesture is superimposed 
onto the target consonant. The exemplary tableau in (13) analyzes the word 'twist'.

  (13) Secondary labialization of 'twist'
    At Step 1

  As witnessed, the local optimal form in (13a) fully satisfies Share[bk] and 
Share[rd], thus the target /t/ is assimilated to the vowel features of the following 
labial glide /w/. Accordingly, the coronal target additionally obtains lip rounding 
gesture. The local output in (13a) is yielded again as an input for the following step 
of Gen-Eval, but it itself surfaces as optimal at the convergent point, not fully 
displayed here.
  Compared to the secondary articulation data so far, /l/-velarization in English is 
somewhat peculiar.11 An alveolar lateral /l/ tends to be secondarily velarized due to 
its position in the suprasegmental structure, thus it has additional vowel quality 
corresponding to a high back vowel [u] or glide [w] but with no lip rounding 

  11 A lateral approximant /l/ in English has two allophones; clear [l] in a syllable onset and dark [l] 
elsewhere, i.e., in rhymes(Giegerich, 1992:213), thus they are mutually exclusive in their occurring position, 
that is, complementary distribution. 
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involved. In this respect, Spencer(1996:19) represents dark l as [ɯ] in its 
transcription. 
  For an HS-OT analysis of secondary velarization where the additional vowel 
articulation superimposed onto the target /l/ is due to the syllable position, we need 
a position-specific markedness constraint militating against the appearance of a clear 
[l] in postvocalic position as adopted in (14).

  (14) To ban a clear [l] postvocalically (cf. Bakovic, 2007)12 
     *[l]{σ,#} : No syllable- or word-final clear [l]

  Under the crucial role of the markedness constraint in (14), the phoneme /l/ is 
velarized when it occurs at the syllable- or word-final position at Step 1. On the 
following step, Share[F] constraints posited in (11c) derive harmony between the 
vowel target and the velarized l trigger, thus they demand the tongue position of the 
preceding target vowel /i:/ to be retracted, transcribed into [i:ə] as elaborated in  (10).13 
  From the tableaux in (15), we see that the position-specific markedness constraint 
introduced in (14) is top-ranked and that, according to the rule-based approach(Carr, 
1999:62) /l/-velarization is followed by high vowel retraction.  

(15) /l/-velarization of 'feel'
     At Step 1

    /fi:l/ *[l]{σ, #} Share[hi] Share[bk] Id[hi] Id[bk]
→a. fi:[ɫ] 1 1 1

  b. fi:[l] W 1 W 1 1 L L     

  12 To let the postvocalic /l/ obtain an [u]-like tongue position with no lip rounding added, following 
Boersma and Hayes(2001:74), we may also postulate the constraint like Dark [ɫ] is Postvocalic that forces 
a postvocalic /l/ to become dark. 
  13 Here note that, compared to Ladefoged’s(2015:73) phonetic representation of [fiɫ] for the word ‘feel’, 
Carr’s(1999:62) transcription is [fi:əɫ] where presence of the tongue retraction of the target /i:/ before a 
velarized l is represented by the coarticulation of a schwa, which is not a V+schwa cluster, and further 
a tense vowel is marked by a colon while its lax counterpart is /i/.
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    /fi:ɫ/ *[l]{σ, #} Share[hi] Share[bk] Id[hi] Id[bk]
→c. fi:ə[ɫ] 1

  d. fi:[ɫ] W 1 L

     At Step 2

  At Step 1, the candidate in (15a) locally wins since the position-specific markedness 
constraint crucially blocks the potential but ill-formed candidate in (15b) where the 
word-final /l/ is not dark but clear. In fact, Share[F] constraints are not responsible for 
/l/-vocalization itself and thus their role is not crucial here at Step 1. At the following 
step, this time, anticipatory assimilation takes place between two adjacent segments. 
The target vowel becomes retracted towards the velum under the influence of the 
velarized l trigger as in (15c). The competitor in (15d) is ruled out since Share[bk] is 
fatally violated. At the convergent step, not shown here, the output in (15c) maps into 
the most recent output of Eval, thus all the derivations are finished.  
  In sum, English consonant secondary articulation assimilation characterizes the 
superposition of tongue body and lip rounding features. For palatalization, the target 
is regressively assimilated to the following high front vowel or semi-vowel. For 
labialization, a vowel or glide with lip rounding affects its preceding target which 
turns rounded. As verified, harmony-triggering Share[F] constraints demand the 
consonant secondary articulation of palatalization or labialization. However, 
velarization is taken place not by the agreement to a trigger vowel or glide but by 
the syllable position. As witnessed, the position-specific markedness constraint 
requires the target /l/ hold additional tongue body gesture and further tongue 
retraction of the target vowel is driven by the role of Share[F] constraints.    
 

4. Conclusion

  Consonant assimilation in English is closely related to allophonic variation in 
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which the target sound changes its primary articulation of place, manner and/or 
voicing. For instance, as indicated in pa[ŋ]cake, the target nasal stop changes its 
primary alveolar place of articulation to velar even though its manner and voicing 
remain intact. Also, assimilation resulting from secondary articulation contributes to 
consonant allophony as well. Consonant secondary articulation is observed in English 
when some of the vowel features are simultaneously added to the consonant 
articulation, thus secondarily articulated consonants sound like the coarticulation of a 
consonant with a glide /y/ or /w/. Palatalization is, thus, produced by a C and 
simultaneously a glide /y/, labialization by a C and a simultaneous glide /w/ and 
velarization by C with a raised, retracted tongue position.  
  In processual OT, assimilation is viewed as feature sharing by the major role of 
harmony-inducing Share[F] constraints, which may be an alternative to the idea of 
feature spreading by pro-spreading markedness constraints such as Align or Agree in 
declarative OT. As argued earlier, Share[F] gets rid of any analytic chaos in which 
Align or Agree wrongly predicts surface-unattested languages. For palatalization in 
which the tongue body features of [high] and [front] are co-articulated with the 
target consonant, Share[hi] and Share[fr] force [i]-ness of the target consonant. For 
labialization, lip rounding feature [round] along with the tongue body feature [back] 
is involved and thus Share[bk] and Share[rd] demand [w]-ness. For velarization in 
which a lateral approximant /l/ is mainly involved in English, the tongue body 
features of [high] and [back] are superimposed, thus Share[hi] and Share[bk] lead to 
[ɯ]-ness. 
  Compared to the secondary palatalization and labialization in which a vowel or a 
glide appears right next to a target consonant, secondary velarization of a target /l/ 
is driven by its occurring position, i.e., syllable- or word-final position in the 
suprasegmental structure. Therefore, the target sound is secondarily co-articulated 
with the tongue retracted. Given Carr's(1999:62) rule-based approach, /l/-rule is first 
applied, which feeds the rule of high vowel retraction.  
  As such, it has been shown that consonant secondary articulation assimilation in 
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English reflects feature sharing via Share[F] under feature privativity and that 
Share[F] is quite straightforward for the phonology of harmony under the OT 
framework of serialism. Unlike parallel OT’s feature spreading, no analytic chaos is 
found in HS-OT’s feature sharing. 
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